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Premiere of the exclusive homologated carbon car wheel from thyssenkrupp 
Carbon Components  
Company will be presenting great news at Essen Motor Show 
 

thyssenkrupp Carbon Components will be presenting its first carbon car wheels homologated by TÜV for 

private customers at the Essen Motor Show. The company is known as a supplier of high-quality CFRP wheels 

to the automotive industry and has been producing road-approved carbon wheels for various motorcycles 

since 2018.  

All wheels from thyssenkrupp Carbon Components are manufactured fully automatically using a unique 

braiding technology on the world's largest radial braiding machine, thus meeting the highest quality 

standards in terms of performance and aesthetics. 

 

The ultra-light carbon car wheels with the impressive braided design "Made in Germany" will be available in 

2020, homologated by TÜV and can then be ordered directly from the company's web shop. Anyone 

interested can see for themselves at Essen Motor Show in Hall 6, Stand F45. 

 

 

thyssenkrupp Carbon Components GmbH develops and produces carbon wheels for car and motorcycle 

manufacturers (OEMs) and supplies private customers in the motorcycle sector. The company is based in 

Kesselsdorf near Dresden and was founded in 2012.  

Just recently, the company’s Porsche 911 Turbo carbon wheel was awarded first place at the "Automotive 

Award - Parts & Components 2019" by the International Society for Plastics Technology. 
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Caption: First carbon car wheel for private customers from thyssenkrupp Carbon Components  
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